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Breakthrough Web Script Allows Marketers to Provide Galleries of Ecovers and Screenshots! Not To Be

Outdone, Web Graphic Designers Host Their Portfolios With The Very Same Script! You heard right!

Marketers have been introduced to a brand-new script that cuts sales page load times way down and

centralizes all of their web graphics for visitors to see! Dear Marketer, It just doesn't make any sense!

Load time for sales pages is very important. If a webpage takes too long to load up, visitors are likely to

click away. Why should they bother waiting? However, you constantly see marketing sales pages that

have pictures plastered from top to bottom. Of course, the page loads up slowly and high-speed Internet

surfers are the only ones immune to the lackluster loading time of the page. Take Note of This!

Marketers, you can still show off ecovers and box shots of the items on your site or in your sales

package! Now, you can integrate an ebiz gallery script into your sales page and you don't have to worry

about the page taking 10 years to load up. Introducing the equalizer, 'Ebiz Gallery Pro' You can use EGP

to create galleries to store all of your important ebiz-related pictures and web graphics. You can store:

ecovers, box shots, screen shots, business photos, seminar pictures, and a whole lot more. You are only

limited by your imagination! With Ebiz Gallery Pro, you can also: - Collect and moderate feedback from

visitors (visitors can comment on the photos) - Import and upload entire folders of photos -Manage

Multiple sub-galleries under the main gallery. - Visitors can view a slideshow of all photos in a given

sub-gallery. Ebiz Gallery Pro is the very first of its kind! Nowhere else on the Internet will you find a web

script of this caliber targeted only to Online Business! A Little Background On The Script, Provided by

Creator Kim Enders 'Ebiz Picture Gallery was inspired by my need to point to my ecovers, screenshots

and graphic portfolios from sales pages and sites I own. As you know, if you create a sales page that is

loaded down with pictures, it makes the page load up a lot slowly. Why do that when you can just as

easily point to a gallery with all of your pictures? So, not finding anything else like this script out there on

the Internet, I filtered the Net looking for a script to tailor to my needs. Less than a day's worth of tweak

coding later, Ebiz Picture Gallery was born! As this script has proven useful to me, I've chosen to

distribute it to other online marketers and sellers. I'm sure you'll find it useful!' 'Thank you especially for
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'Ebiz Gallery Pro'. I've been looking for something like that for a long while now.' I felt the need to write

you to let you know that I think your products are just GREAT! I think everybody should get their hands on

your products cause I really don't think there any other places where you can get so much value and

products that are not only unique but also very useful! Thank you especially for 'Ebiz Gallery Pro'. I've

been looking for something like that for a long while now. I'm very pleased with it because it's so easy to

use and its various options make it powerful! It's a really effective and unique product! You Too Can Host

Your Own Ebiz Gallery! You Choose What Ecovers and Web Graphics You Want Your Visitors To See!

Installation is easy and the User Guide included is also very detailed! Snatch Up Your Copy Today! Tags:
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